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General Terms

TERMS EXPLANATION EXAMPLE

Accent The increased stress placed on particular 
syllables within words

The word ‘photographer’ has the 
stress on the second syllable. The 
word ‘photographic’ has the stress 
on the third syllable.

Assimilation A change to a sound which occurs as a 
result of a sound following

In the sentence, 
The recipe has ten parts.
The word, ten, can sound like tem, 
because the n and p are produced 
using the same lip position.

Auditory Discrimination The ability to discriminate individual 
sounds in words

Able to discriminate the difference 
between take and tale

Backchaining A technique to help students to 
pronounce words. Rather than start at 
the beginning of a word, say the word 
and then ask the student to say the 
final syllable or morpheme. Students 
then work backwards to the whole 
word, which makes natural stress easier. 
Backchaining can also be used on whole 
sentences.

pho/to/graph 
graph/to/pho

When backchaining, model first 
to emphasise the increased stress 
on the target syllable. Support 
students to repeat using  guided 
practice.

Digraph Two consonants which create one sound ch, gh, sh, th, wh

Disyllabic A word with two syllables in/to
doc/tor

Iteration Quick, brief repetitions of a sound p-p-p-pot

Minimal Pairs (or Close Pairs) Words with sounds which are similar ship, sheep

Monosyllabic A word with one syllable car
hat

Non-Rhotic speakers Individuals who do not pronounce the /r/ 
sound after vowels, but do pronounce it 
before a vowel

/r/ is not pronounced:
harm, world
/r/ is pronounced:
rat, rest

Phoneme A single unit of sound within a word /a/, /b/, /ch/
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Phonemic identity Speech sound and placement within a 
word or sound pattern

“Which word has the /s/ sound*,
soon, moon

Where can you hear the sound? Is it 
at the beginning, in the middle or at 
the end?“ Repeat the words slowly.

*The teaching focus is the sound, 
so the sound for /s/ is made rather 
than giving the letter name.

Phonological Awareness The awareness of sounds within a 
language, and the understanding of the 
relationship of these sounds

words in sentences, syllables, 
rhyming

Polysyllabic A word with three or more syllables exciting
wonderful

Onomatopoeia A word that sounds like the sound it 
represents

splash
BANG

Onset Letter/letters preceding a rime /d/ /og/
/d/ is the onset
/og is the rime

Orthography The way letters or letter configurations 
are assembled to represent words

/d/ /o/ /g/
/b/ /ike/

Rhotic speakers Rhotic speakers pronounce the sound of 
the letter r after vowels in all positions

cart
world

Rhyme Shared sound pattern at the end of words pond, wand
cat, mat

Rime Shared sound pattern that also shares a 
spelling pattern

cat, mat

Voiced sound A speech sound that can be felt in the 
throat as vocal cords vibrate

/a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/, /b/ /d/ /g/ /v/

Unvoiced sound A speech sound originating in the mouth /p/ /t/ /k/ /s/ /h/

Stretch sound Speech sounds that have an 
uninterrupted flow of sound when 
articulated slowly

/a/, /e/, /f/, /i/, /l/, /m/, /n/, /o/, /r/, 
/s/, /u/, /v/, /z/

Stop sound Speech sounds that end the flow of air 
after articulation

/b/, /d/, /g/, /h/, /j/, /k/, /p/, /q/, /t/, 
/w/, /x/, /y/

Syllable A clearly uttered unit of sound containing 
a vowel sound (a,e,i,o,u,y) and usually a 
consonant/s

in/to
a/way
yes/ter/day
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Supporting Readers and Writers
Why do some students find reading and spelling easy whilst others struggle to make sense of linguistic and text 
elements?

Variations in genetic and environmental factors highlight the uniqueness of every student. Many will respond to 
regular classroom instruction, but others will require more intense, specific support within the classroom and by 
support personnel.

This book contains background notes, teaching sequences, checklists, games and activities to support teachers and 
personnel working with beginning and struggling students. Take what you need or make changes to suit the needs 
of your students as you foster, consolidate or extend their literacy knowledge.

Reading
Selecting an instructional approach for reading depends on the specific purpose or instructional goal for the reading 
session.  A snapshot for each is outlined below.

Read Aloud (reading to students)
• occurs when an expert reader reads a very difficult level text to less experienced readers 
• enables an experienced reader to model how effective readers sound,  

solve and think about texts when reading

Shared Reading (reading with and by students)
• occurs when an expert reader reads a difficult text and students follow along with their eyes
• provides opportunities for the experienced reader to explicitly teach  

or demonstrate a strategy for solving
• provides opportunities for students to join in with the expert reader to read a hard level text 

Guided Reading (reading by students)
• occurs when an expert reader provides strategic support as a small group of students independently 

problem solve an instructional level text
• provides opportunities for students to apply strategies taught during shared and read aloud.

Individual Reading (reading by students)
• occurs when an expert reader provides strategic support as an individual student independently 

problem solves an instructional level text
• provides opportunities for the student to apply strategies taught during supported reading sessions or 

prior individual reading sessions

Independent or Practice Reading
• is not an instructional approach
• occurs when students independently read easy level or familiar texts
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Improvement in reading is like most things. The more you do, the better you become. Students who spend forty 
minutes each day reading get lots of reading practice. Forty minutes each day works out to be in excess of two million 
words each year.  That’s a lot of practice!

For home reading or school based independent reading the focus is to provide opportunities for students to:
• practice the strategies taught on texts that are not too difficult
• develop fluency, expression and voice
• build the daily volume of continuous text read
• feel success as a reader. 

Therefore it is important to find texts that are easy/familiar and interesting. For beginning and struggling readers, 
there are many barriers to becoming fluent. The automatic recognition of high frequency sight words is essential. The 
ability to segment letters and blend them quickly, use known parts within words and use broader word knowledge, 
such as analogy, is also required. These knowledges must be applied whilst maintaining meaning and fluency.  

Independent Reading Material
As it is the volume of text read that is important, an infinite supply of worksheets is likely to be ineffective in improving 
actual reading. It is the act of reading itself that is required to make gains in reading. 

Therefore, for practice reading sessions it does not matter if students are reading popular series’ books, magazines 
or even comics. Independent or practice reading is not the time to expect students to read literary works containing 
challenging structures, difficult vocabulary, complex figurative language or complicated themes.  Until these types of 
texts become easy reading, they are best suited to more supported instruction to build understandings around ways 
to solve more challenging texts. 

 

When the task looks too great, 
take it one step at a time.

The more reading practice students are given, the greater the gains in reading fluency and comprehension.
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Reading a new text:
Choose a text that is not too difficult or too easy. An instructional level text is one that can be read with between 90 
and 94 per cent accuracy and 75 per cent or higher comprehension. 

Introduce the text:
1. Give the student the book and discuss the title and covers, including the synopsis on the back cover or jacket 

if present. 

2. Support the student to activate prior knowledge or build knowledge of the content of the text. For example, 
What do you already know about this (topic)? Does this remind you of anything? 

3. During the conversation, work in any terminology or vocabulary to scaffold the student during reading.

4. If the student does not know much about the topic, expand their knowledge during the pre reading 
conversation.

5. You may invite the student to walk or flick through the text to gather more information to assist them during 
the independent reading of the text. As this occurs, take the opportunity to unlock any unfamiliar words, 
language structures or elements that may be difficult for the student. 

Reading Strategies 
• use prior knowledge
• orient self to text
• use illustrations 
• use context to build meaning and predict words
• make sense when reading
• use contextual cues
• use correct structure
• use beginning, final and medial letter cues
• use known parts within words including morphemes
• use analogies to solve unknown words
• uses etymological knowledge 
• predict and infer
• confirm, modify or reject predictions or inferences
• connect texts to self, other texts, world
• ask questions
• visualise
• understand/locate main ideas
• synthesise
• self monitor during and after reading
• reread to confirm or check
• read ahead
• notice errors and self correct 
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The Sources of Information Readers Use
Meaning or Semantic Information
For struggling or beginning readers, the pre reading conversation prompts students to activate prior knowledge, 
make connections to the text and unlock new or unfamiliar words.

After reading, a meaningful discussion around the text assists students to consolidate or extend their understandings, 
or challenges preconceived ideas.

Fluent reading has been shown to enhance comprehension and reading enjoyment.  It is important to discourage 
finger pointing once one to one correspondence is controlled, as this may develop stilted patterns of reading behaviour. 
Teaching for phrased and fluent reading must occur from the earliest text reading episodes.  Easy or familiar reading 
and texts with repetitive, rhyming or predictable features are helpful when working towards fluency.

Structure or Syntactic Information
Structure refers to the way language is constructed. Some texts have unusual or more formal structures and some 
children may find these difficult. Book language is a term that refers to the way language structures in books differ 
from natural spoken language. 

* Note: When working with students’ who do not control structural/syntactic knowledge, focus on  
their idea/s and then rephrase the idea/s using the correct structure.

Visual or Graphophonic Information
The sounding or stretching out strategy works for some words but not all.  Students must control a range of strategies 
to problem solve unknown words and may be required to use several strategies together to solve a word.

A popular prompt is to ask students to look for “a part you know”. This is more effective terminology than finding  
“a small word you know”, as it has broader applications across words.

The analogy strategy, “Do you know a word that looks like that?” supports students to use their existing word 
knowledge and make generalisations to new words. For example, a reader can solve the word, stray, if they know the 
word, day. 
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Reading Prompts 
MEANING/SEMANTIC PROMPTS STRUCTURE/SYNTACTIC PROMPTS

• Does it make sense?

• Look at the picture.  

• Remember that they went to the park and . . . 

• Why did you stop?

• Reread and think what makes sense.

• Read ahead and think what the word could be.

• Does that sound right?

• Do we say it like that?  

• How would it sound if it were written in a book?

• Read it again and think about what  
would sound right.

• Which part doesn’t sound right?

• Would “shop” fit there? Read it again and  
think what would sound better.

• Check it.  Does it look right and sound right to you?

VISUAL/GRAPHOPHONIC INFORMATION

• Did that match?

• Were there enough words?

• Did you run out of words?

• What did you expect to see at the beginning/middle/end?

• It could be _______  but look at _______ .

• Get your mouth around the first part. (Students will sometimes fall into the word if they use the first part of 
the word and integrate this with their knowledge of meaning and structure.   
Eg.  The man put his hat on his h. . .ead.)

• Get your mouth ready and stretch out the sounds in the word.  

• Look for a part you know.

• Do you know a word that looks like that?

• Eg.  The student substitutes “home” for “house” when reading.  To teach the student to look for precise detail 
ask… “What would you expect to see at the end of home?”  (“m”)    “Is it there?” (“no”).  “What else could it be?”

             Is that what it says?  Read it again, and see if  you can find the tricky word.
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Buddy Reading Using Pause,  
Prompt, Praise
Many students participate in buddy reading programs at school. Buddy reading may involve younger students reading 
with older students or students of the same or similar age reading together. Great advantages are gained from both 
models. 

Strategy instruction and the Pause Prompt Praise technique can be integrated into buddy reading models. A basic 
framework for 30 minutes consists of:

• 5 – 10 minutes of strategy instruction (demonstrating and practicing a way to solve)
• 5 – 10 minutes of continuous reading for each partner (gradually extend over time)
• 2  minutes share
• 3 – 5 minutes feedback (provide feedback about specific strategies observed)

Over the first few sessions teach for, practise and monitor the Pause, Prompt, Praise strategy. Continue to monitor 
over time.

Pause, Prompt, Praise
1. Pause: Wait

When your buddy stops at a word they don’t know, wait and silently count to 3.

2. Prompt: Give a clue without giving the word. For example: 
• Look at the picture.
• Think about what makes sense.
• Think about what might fit (sound right).
• Sound it out/ Get your mouth around the start.
• Find a part (of the word) you know.
• Read it again.

3. Praise: If your buddy gets the word, praise them. You could say:
• Well done!
• Fantastic!
• Good job!
• Nice solving!

Note: Praise offered by adults should be specific,  
eg. Finding parts you know was a good way to solve that.  Well done! 

4. If your buddy does not get the word after a prompt, tell them.

5. If neither you nor your buddy knows the word, raise your hand and wait for help. I will come as 
quickly as I can and tell you the word. After I have told you the word, you should read that sentence 
again and then continue.
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Types of Spelling Knowledge
Kinaesthetic Knowledge: knowledge of how it feels to physically write or articulate sounds within a word 

Phonological Knowledge: knowledge of the sounds and sound patterns within the language

Visual Knowledge: knowledge of how letters, letter combinations or words should look

Morphemic Knowledge: knowledge of the meanings of word structures or parts of words  
which carry meaning (morphemes) 

Etymological Knowledge: knowledge of word histories or origins which give words  
particular spelling patterns

Control of these spelling knowledges enables students to generalise sound, letter, letter group, morphemic and 
etymological knowledge to new words and develop a self extending system around spelling.

Stages of Spelling Development: 
What to Teach For

STAGE OF SPELLING DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES TO TEACH FOR

Pre-phonemic Stage • Phonemic Awareness 
• Rhyming
• Hearing syllables within words
• Concepts about print

Semi-Phonetic Stage • Phonics
• Slow articulation of sounds in words
• Sound boxes
• Use of environmental print
• Over learning known letters and words
• High frequency words
• Visualization 
• Self monitoring 

Phonetic Stage • Recording a letter/s for every sound
• Letter boxes
• Chunks, letter clusters, syllables, compound words
• Analogy 

Transitional Stage • Common expectations and principles 
• Affixers
• More complex compound words
• More complex analogies

Conventional Stage • Morphemic boundaries
• Base words
• Affixers
• Mnemonics 
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Spelling: Strategies for solving words:
Stretch it out Say the word slowly and listen for the sounds you can hear.

Sound boxes/frames Stretch the word out. 
Listen for the sounds you can hear. 
Say the word again.
Listen for the order of the sounds.

Letter boxes/frames Stretch the word out.
Listen for the sounds you can hear.
Record in order the single letters and any combinations of letters that you 
know go together to make a sound.

Listen for syllables Clap or say the word and listen for the syllables. Break the word up and listen 
to each syllable.

Known parts Listen for any (small) parts you know.

Analogy/words that look similar Say the word and think of words that sound the same. They might have the 
same spelling pattern.

Onset and rime Teach students how to use onset and rime to build families of words.

Have a go Listen for the sounds you can hear.
Listen for syllables. Count them up.
Think of words that sound like this one. Think about what they look like.
Have a try and see if it looks right.
Try again if you need to. Write the parts you are sure of and leave a blank for 
the tricky parts. Try different letters in the blank and see what looks right.

Visualisation: 
What looks right?

Try the word a few ways and ask yourself, What looks right?

Base word Think about whether the word contains a base word. Do you know how to 
spell this part?

Affixers Are there parts at the beginning or end of the word that I know from other 
words?

Compound word Is this a compound word? 
Think about the words that make it up. Eg. to spell everyone, think about the 
words that make it up. 
It would make sense for the two parts to be spelled in the same way as they 
would on their own.

Meaning Think about whether the meaning of the word gives any clues for spelling it.
Teach derivations and provide opportunities for guided and independent 
practice.
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Is there a gimmick for this word? Hear: I can hear with my ear.”  
Was: What a surprise!
Piece: A piece of pie.

Emphasise the silent letters Eg. “environment”: when saying this word, emphasise the “n”

Spelling principles Is there a principle that applies to this word?

Look Say Cover Write Check Look at the word.
Say the word.
Cover the word.
Write the word.
Check the word.

Visualise Look at the word.
Close your eyes and imagine it in your head.
Say the letters in your head.
Change its colour to red.
Write the word.

Colour Imagine the word in your head.
Change its colour to red, then yellow.
(red and yellow embed well in memory)

Rainbow writing Write the word in lead.
Trace over the word using a colour.
Repeat using a different colour each time.
It helps to say the word aloud each time it is traced.

Spotting Highlight the tricky word when you are reading.

Motor habits Develop a motor response by including spelling patterns in handwriting 
lessons. 

Spelling journals or word books Think about the word you need to practice. 
Remember the tricky parts.
Practice writing the word using memory.
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Phonemic Awareness
Phonemic awareness involves the ability to hear, identify and manipulate single sound units in words (phonemes).  It 
also involves understanding the physical movement of the mouth and placement of the tongue in order to articulate 
the phoneme.

Phonemic awareness is vital in learning to read and spell and is a prerequisite skill to phonics.  In order to successfully 
read and spell words, students need to be able to translate letters into sounds and sounds into letters.

Once students can recognize and work with sounds, it is easier to assign graphemes to the sounds (phonics). Learning 
phonics can be difficult for students without phonemic awareness, and therefore, phonemic awareness instruction 
must occur alongside phonics instruction for these students.

Learning to segment and blend sounds is essential and can be sequenced to scaffold beginning and struggling 
readers. Some students are good at sounding out or stretching out sounds but struggle to blend the sounds quickly 
together again. It is important that instruction in segmenting also includes instruction to blend.

Steps to build phonemic awareness:
1. Focus on individual phonemes.
2. Engage in explicit examinations (oral and auditory), eg. learn the tongue twister,  

stretch out the sound, play games to practice. 
3. Engage the children in oral games, listening for known phonemes in words.   

Generalisation is evidence of phonemic knowledge.

The five levels of phonemic awareness are:
1. Identifying rhyme.
2. Matching words by beginning sound or by rhyme.
3. Separating a word into onset (the first sound) and rime (the ending sound), e.g. cat = /c/ /at/.  

 This is known as a consonant- vowel-consonant (CVC) letter sequence.
4. Segmenting all phonemes, e.g. dog is    /d/ /o/ /g/.
5. Manipulating phonemes, e.g. Phoneme deletion tasks: cat without /c/ = /at/;  

Phoneme reversal tasks: cat reversed is tak.

PHONEME DELETION

PHONEME SEGMENTATION 

PHONEME COUNTING 

SOUND ISOLATION 

WORD TO WORD MATCHING 

PHONEME BLENDING 

AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION 

RHYME

MORE COMPLEX

SIMPLE
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Targeting Initial Sounds
Tongue twisters are helpful in targeting initial sounds. As a general rule, at least three or four of the target phoneme 
should be present in the tongue twister. Take care to focus on the sound rather than the spelling of words. For example, 
Cats, kittens and calves are all cute is fine, but Annie ate apples is not because Annie and apples have the short vowel 
sound while ate has the long vowel. Making up tongue twisters about students in the group is a fun way to link 
collaborative or modeled writing with phonemic awareness instruction.

For students requiring additional support it is useful to scaffold and plan for instruction which progresses from stretch 
sounds (speech sounds in which the flow of sound is uninterrupted) to stop sounds (speech sounds in which the air 
flow stops).

STRETCH SOUNDS STOP SOUNDS

/a/, /e/, /f/, /i/ /l/, /m/, /n/, /o/, /r/, /s/, /u/, /v/, /z/

• Model stretch sounds by slowly articulating the 
sound with exaggerated pronunciation of the 
 sound being stretched (eg. ssssob). 

• Support students to hold the target sound  
for several seconds.

• If focusing on a target sound within a word, hold 
that sound and stretch (eg. maaaan)

/b/, /d/, /g/, /h/, /j/, /k/, /p/, /q/, /t/, /w/, /x/, /y/

• Model stop sounds by iterating (quickly repeating 
the sound in succession) the stop sound  
(eg. p-p-p-pot).

• Stop sounds should be iterated softly to avoid 
changing the sound (eg. iterating p-p-p too loudly 
can sound like p-u-h).

• Support students to iterate the sound softly. 

• If focusing on a target sound elsewhere within a 
word, iterate that sound (eg. slob-b-b-b)

Teaching Sequence for Tongue Twisters
1. Say the tongue twister aloud, exaggerating your mouth movements on the target phoneme. 

 Students listen and observe.

2. Teach the tongue twister.  Articulate phrases at a time clearly with students repeating,  
until the tongue twister is known.  Work towards saying the tongue twister fluently.

3. Students practise the tongue twister, stretching or iterating the target sounds.  A mirror may be necessary 
for some children to ensure correct movement of mouth and precise tongue placement.

4. Teach the action for each initial sound if using a phonic program with actions or gestures. 

5. Invite students to suggest other words with the target phoneme.  
Stretch or iterate the sound on each suggestion.
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Segmenting and Blending
Teaching for segmenting and blending may occur orally before introducing printed text. It is important that teaching 
for segmenting always be followed by teaching for blending. Some struggling students are able to segment, but 
cannot blend quickly enough to maintain momentum when reading. 

Teaching for segmenting and blending should be: 
• modelled (demonstrated by an adult)

• shared (practised with the adult also participating)

• guided (practised with an adult supporting, coaching and monitoring) 

• practised independently (without an adult) until students are able to take sounds  
apart and join them together again without assistance.

Segmenting and Blending Sequence Table
SKILL EXAMPLE

Segmenting sentence into words
Blending words back into sentence

The man is in the car.  = The – man – is – in – the – car.
The – man – is – in – the – car. =  The man is in the car.  

Segmenting compound words into 
separate words
Blending compound words back to single 
word

blackboard = black + board

black + board = blackboard

Segmenting two syllable words into 
separate syllables
Blending two syllable words back to single 
word

zebra = zeb + ra

zeb + ra = zebra

Segmenting words with more than two 
syllables into separate syllables
Blending syllables back to single word

neighbourhood =  neigh + bour + hood

neigh + bour + hood = neighbourhood

Segmenting words or syllables into onsets 
and rimes
Blending onsets and rimes back to single 
word or syllable

dog = /d/ /og/

/d/ /og/ = dog

Segmenting words into individual 
phonemes 
Blending phonemes back to single word

dog = /d/ /o/ /g/

/d/ /o/ /g/ = dog
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Activities to Practice Segmenting  
and Blending
The following activities should be done orally. You will need picture cards/photographs/objects for activities marked 
with an asterisk (*). As the focus is aural, it is best to avoid picture cards with words printed on them. 

ACTIVITY APPLICATIONS EXAMPLES

Matching* rhyme

initial phoneme

final phoneme

Which one rhymes with house?

Which one begins with the same sound as mud? (mouse, 
hat, pond)

Which one ends with the same sound as mud?
(hot, sad, dog)

Odd one out* initial phoneme
final phoneme

Which one does not begin with /s/? (soap, sock, rope)
Which one does not end with /s/? (toes, dog, mess)

Alike/Different initial phoneme

final phoneme

short sequence

Does soap begin with /s/ or /t/?

Does soap end with /t/ or /p/?

Do the sounds /m/ /a/ /t/ make mat or make?

Identifying 
Segments /
Chunks

initial segment/chunk

final segment/chunk

What is the first sound of shop?
What is the first part of tiptoe?

What is the last part of lunch?
What is the last part of tiptoe?

Applying initial phoneme/chunk

final phoneme/chunk/rhyme

Tell me a word that begins with /s/.
Tell me a word that begins with /sh/.

Tell me a word that ends with /s/.
Tell me a word that ends with /ch/.
Tell me a word that rhymes with /may/.

Counting Syllables How many parts are there in bike?
How many beats can you hear in the word Monday?
How many claps are in the word sausage?

Replacing 
Identities

initial phoneme

final phoneme

Say been. Say een. Which sound is gone?
What do you get when you take the /b/ off ball?

What do you get if you change the /t/ in mat to a /d/?
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A Few More Quick Games and Activities
The games and activities outlined on the following pages should be quick (1 to 3 minutes maximum) and instruction 
fluently paced.

Clapping Syllables 
Skill level:  Beginner

Clap the rhythm of a word’s syllables.  Students’ names are an excellent way to start,  
eg. Ben has one clap, Emily has three.

Bee Bee Bumble Bee 
Skill level:  Beginner

All sing:    Bee, Bee, Bumble Bee. Can you sing your name to me?

Student sings:  My name is Ash/ley. (claps the syllables in name)

I Spy
Skill level:  Beginner

All sing:   Bee , Bee, look around,
    How many claps are in this sound?

Student sings:  I see a book/shelf. (claps the syllables in word)

(To increase the level of difficulty, the teacher/tutor can nominate the number of syllables for the game, eg. children 
need to spy things needing 2 claps, etc)

Modified Rhymes 
Skill level:  Beginner to advanced depending on modifications

1. Choose a familiar rhyme or song.
2. Swap a students’ name for the character, eg. “Ben be nimble, Ben be quick, Ben jump over the 

candlestick” or There was a farmer had a son and Mikey was his name-o, M-I-K-E-Y, M-I-K-E-Y, M-I-K-E-
Y, and Mikey was his name-o.

3. Change the animal in the rhyme, eg. “This little rabbit went to market.  This little rabbit stayed 
home. This little rabbit had crunchy carrots.  This little rabbit had none.  And this little rabbit went 
wee, wee, wee, all the way home.”

Acting Out
Skill level:   Beginner

When teaching a new rhyme, acting out prompts students to remember the words.  Try it on rhymes 
such as Round and Round the Garden Like a Teddy Bear and Five Little Piggies which students can sing 
and act out with each other.

1. Introduce the new rhyme by reading it, singing/saying it or acting it.
2. Invite students to act out the rhyme while singing it again.  
3. Invite students to join in the singing while doing the actions.
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Listening For Sounds in Words
Skill level: Beginner to advanced depending on words used and whether the focus  

is on rhyme (easier) or initial sound.

Play games that encourage students to listen carefully to the sounds that make up words, eg. Say three 
words and ask which one does not rhyme – cat, ball, mat.  Variations:  Say three words and ask which 
one begins with a different sound – cat, door, car. Or which one has a different sound in the middle – cat, 
mop, tap. 

Silly Rime Sentences 
Skill level: Beginner to advanced, depending on complexity of sounds and words

Use rimes the students know to create silly or nonsense sentences, eg. Let’s grab a kebab and jump in 
a cab.

This can be done in a group as a shared task or with the children paired as a Think, Pair, Share.

Tongue Twisters
Skill level: Intermediate

Play as for Silly Rime Sentences, but using a determined initial sound, eg. Harrison held his hotdog 
high above his hat when it was hot.

I Hear with my Little Ear
Skill level:   Beginner (articulating phoneme) 

       Intermediate (letter naming)

1. The person whose turn it is sings, I hear with my little ear something that starts with _____________ 
(and makes the sound/ says the letter name depending on level).  

2. Other players try to guess the word.
3. The successful ‘guesser’ takes the next turn.

Rhyming Tennis
Skill level:   Beginner

One person says (lobs) a word, then the other person has to think of a word that rhymes with it (hits 
the rhyme back over the net), then the first person has to think of another word that rhymes, and so 
on – see how long it can be kept going!

Sound Tennis
Skill level:   Beginner to intermediate

As for Rhyming Tennis, but words beginning with the same sound are used.

Rime Raps
Skill level:   Beginner

Turn the students’ favourite rhymes into raps and have the students stand to dance rap as they chant 
the rhyme aloud. 

This is suitable for use with known rhymes or songs, original creations or books with suitable 
structures.
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Where’s the Sound?
Skill level:   Intermediate to advanced depending on placement of sound

Use three paper cups – one each for “beginning”, “middle”, and “end”.  Ask “where is the /k/ (sound) in 
cat?  The student places a counter into the “beginning” cup. Order of difficulty for this task is beginning 
sound, end sound, and finally medial sound.

Have a Go
Skill level:   Intermediate to advanced

This must be a fast task.  The aim is to move the children to a rapid response to extend word 
recognition skills. 

Provide a variety of coloured pens for children to use.  Allow them to choose one to use for the task.

1. Give out the Have a Go sheets and record the key word at the top.   
Eg. 

2. As oral brainstorming occurs, the children record other words with the same rime beneath eg. cat 
– bat– hat – mat, etc.
Children say each word aloud as they record it quickly.

Find that Rime 
Skill level:   Intermediate to advanced

1. Select four rimes from the one family and one odd one eg. cat, hat, sat, chat, pot.
2. Say each aloud and tell students to listen for rhyming patterns.
3. Students identify the common rime and the odd one out.  
4. Children brainstorm other words using the same rime.
5. Increase the level of difficulty by including multi-syllabic words.

Fast Sorting
Skill level:   Intermediate to advanced 
 Use known rimes for this task

1. Copy and enlarge the rime cards (pages  40-43)
2. Cut to make word cards.
3. Use known rime families to do fast sorts.
4. Students read the sorted words aloud, eg. -at words, -am words, -ad words

cat
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Rime Search
Skill level:   Advanced

1. Provide texts for independent reading (familiar/easy) to search for rimes specified.  
2. Give each student a card with the rime shown, to keep near them as they search.
This task is only suited to repetitive texts with repeated rimes. 

This is a fast task.  Students should not be encouraged to reread the book, but to search to where they 
expect the rime to be (eg. ends of lines, within particular phrases, etc).

Rime Chant
Skill level:   Intermediate

Chant the key word, rime, and then spell the rime aloud, eg. “hat”, “at”, “-a-t”

Number Rhymes
Skill level:   Intermediate to advanced

When using number rhymes such as 1,2,3,4,5, Once I Caught a Fish Alive, etc, have the numbers up 
and point to them during singing.  

1. Place/Write the numbers from left to right with a space between.
2. Invite students to do this job when they are fluent with the rhyme.  
3. Support students to match the spoken and written word while the rhyme is being sung.  They will 

need support to match quickly.

Mixed Up words
Skill level:   Advanced

What is cat if you switch the /t/ sound with a /b/ sound?  (cab)   What is train without the /t/?  (rain).  

Say and Record
Skill level:  Intermediate to advanced

Set up areas for students to practice recording rime patterns and listening for initial sounds in words. 
For a group of six students this may be: 

2 x blackboard spaces 

1 x whiteboard on floor 

2 x papers and pens on desks 

1 x coloured magnetic letters.  

1. Initially have the key word written at the top for each student.
2. Proceed as for Have a Go, remembering that students must say each word aloud as they write and 

that their responses must be rapid.
3. Repeat and rotate students so that they use a different medium to perform the same task.
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Tic Tac Toe Games
These games engage students in sound, letter and word play. Move from the known to the unknown when selecting 
letters for play.  If students know some sounds/letters, use these, slowly adding others as they are acquired.  Games 
should incorporate known letters, with only one or two unknowns.  

Letter Tic Tac Toe
Copy the Tic Tac Toe letters (www.literacysolutions.com.au) and gameboard (page 39).

Skill level:   Beginner  Players:  2

Cards:   Each player has 5 known letter cards (eg. Player 1 may have five b’s, Player 2 may have five t’s)

1. Player 1 places his letter on board.  As he does, he says the letter or sound, eg. b
2. Player 2 places his letter on board.  As he does, he says the letter or sound, eg. t.
3. Play continues with each player naming their letter or giving the sound on each play.  
4. When one player has three in a row, up, down  or diagonally, he is the winner.

Phonics  Tic Tac Toe
Skill level:  Intermediate Players:  2

Copy the Tic Tac Toe letters (www.literacysolutions.com.au) and gameboard (page 39).

Cards:   Each player has 5 known letter cards (eg. Player 1 may have five b’s, Player 2 may have five t’s)

1. Player 1 places his letter on board.  As he does, he says the letter name and a word beginning with 
that letter, eg. b – bus.

2. Player 2 places his letter on board.  As he does, he says the letter name and a word beginning with 
that letter, t - tap.

3. Play continues with each player naming a different word which begins with their letter.  
4. When one player has three in a row, up, down or diagonally, he is the winner.

Mystery Card (Adaption of Celebrity Heads/ Guess Who?)
Skill level:  Intermediate Players:  2 or more

Cards:   One letter/picture card is required for Player 1 who must guess the card

1. Player 2 selects and holds the mystery card.
2. Player 1 asks questions which require Yes/No answers to gather information about the mystery card. 

Eg.  Am I an animal card? Yes
Am I a red letter? Yes
Am I a body and tail letter?  No
Do I rhyme with mat? Yes
Do I start like the word cake? Yes
Am I c – cat?  Yes
Player 1 has guessed the mystery word in 6 questions.

3. Players keep a count of how many questions are asked before the mystery card is identified.
4. Player 1 may guess the word at any stage.  Each guess is added to the question count even though 

a question has not been asked.
5. Player 2 takes a turn guessing a mystery card (which is selected and held by Player 1).  To win, Player 

2 must guess his mystery card in less questions than his opponent needed.
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Word Play:  
Deconstructing and Constructing Words
Word Play teaches children how to make links from the known to the unknown and makes links from deconstructing 
words in reading to constructing or spelling them. It effectively helps children to make links to new words using 
strategies to deconstruct words or parts of words that they already know.

For example, if a child knows how to write /cat/, he can learn how to construct the words: bat, fat, hat, pat, rat, sat, 
chat.

While many children learn to make these links on their own, some need to be explicitly shown and provided with 
opportunities for guided and independent practise.  A Guide to High Frequency Rimes (page 25) will assist with the 
selection of simple and more complex rimes to use.

Tips:
• Always move from the known, ie. always use a starting word that children know.

• Model first using loose letters.  Magnetic letters are an excellent tool.  If these are unavailable, enlarge, 
copy, laminate and cut the letters included as blackline masters.  These are useful in providing enough 
letters for all children to practice.

• As words are assembled, two hands must be used and the word (not the letter names) said aloud.

• When children are required to add a blend or digraph to the start, it is wise to prompt them to listen 
carefully for the sound each time.  Eg. Stretch it out and listen .  You will need more than one letter for 
that sound.

Games and activities (pages 19-22) to support deconstructing and constructing words can be found at Quick Games 
and Activities: Have a Go , Rime Search , Rhyming Tennis , Find that Rime , Say and Record 

Teaching Sequence
Example using the word cat and magnetic letters /c/, /a/, /t/:

1. Show the letters /a/, /c/, /t/ randomly placed on board.  The letters  b, f, h, m, p, r, s and ch (if children 
know this digraph) are situated randomly across the top or at the side of the board.

2. Say:  Make the word /cat/. Encourage two handed assembly.
3. As the student assembles cat and says /cat/ aloud.  Prompt for fluent sliding of letters on board.  
4. Say:  Take away the /c/.
5. Say:  Add a letter to make /hat/.
6. Student slides the /h/ to the start, saying the word /hat/ aloud.
7. Say:  Let’s check.  Stretch it out slowly as I slide my finger underneath.
8. Slowly articulate the word, exaggerating the sounds and prompting the student to move his finger 

with yours across the word.
11.  Repeat for all words.

As students develop greater control of this task , increase the complexity. For example:   
Change cat to hat. Change hat to sat. Change sat to chat.
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A Guide to High Frequency Rimes
Use of the analogy strategy for reading and spelling is dependent on students’ abilities to generalise and apply a 
known orthographic, or spelling pattern, to solve unknown words. For example, if  a student can recognize the word, 
“night”, we 

Group 1:  Least Complex

-ab
-ad
-ag
-am
-an
-ap
-at

-ed
-eg
-en
-et

-id
-ig
-im
-in
-ip
-it

-ob
-og
-on
-op
-ot

-ub
–ud
-ug
-um
-un
-up
-ut

Group 2

-ar
-ay
-ack
-all
-ade
-age
-ake
-ale
-ame
-and
-ash
-ast

-er
-eed
-eel
-een
-eep
-eet
-ell
-end
-ent
-est

-ir
-ice
-ick
-ide
-ill
-ine
-ing
-iss
-ight

-or
-oy
-ock
-oke
-ole
-old
-one
-ook
-ool
-oom
-oon
-ope
-ore
-out

-ur
-uck
-ump
-ust

Group 3:  Most Complex

-aw
-ail
-ain
-ait
-ank

-eak
-eal
-eam
-ean
-eat

-ink -ow (cow)
-ow (snow)
-oad
-oak
-oat
-oil
-oin
-ong
-onk
-oice
-ound

-unk
-ure
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High Frequency Words (Sight Words)
Many schools use a basic list of the most featured words in reading.  These words need to be quickly accessed from 
memory to read fluently.  Rapid word recognition frees attention for the reader to solve more complex problems in 
the text.

Many high frequency words cannot be “sounded out”.  They cannot be guessed from the illustration.  If the reader 
doesn’t know them, they present a barrier to reading.  Many of these words require visual strategies when spelling. 
They need to “look right”.

Sight word games are useful if played at a fluent pace, and if there is a strong emphasis on “see, say, do”.  That is, each 
time the student plays the card/covers the word, they are required to say the word aloud.

Flashcards are useful for revising high frequency words.  Extending the flashcard model to include some manipulation 
of words in active games will assist many children to remember them.  Sight Word Bingo, Fast Sorts, Matching (loose 
words with words on a word wall/board), Word Searches, Puzzles, etc ,are useful activities.

When playing sight word games, it is important to use known words and a minimum of new words to be learned.  
A game should never consist of all new or unknown words.  Commonly confused words (eg. saw, was) should be 
separated and used with other words until they are mastered. 

Fry’s Instant Words (first 100) plus a few extras are included (pages 44-55).  These can be copied, laminated and cut for 
playing games.  Visit www.literacysolutions.com.au to download free sight word bookmarks.

Swat (small group)
The group sits in a circle on the floor. The leader of each group has a pile of high frequency word cards. He lays the 
cards on the floor neatly as the group says the words. The leader starts the game by giving a clue such as “I’m thinking 
of a word that starts with/rhymes with/etc . . .” The first player to SWAT the correct card takes the next turn and gives 
a clue to the next word.

Sight Word Tic Tac Toe
Players:  2

Cards:  one word per player (players need five copies of their word) 

 Tic Tac Toe Board (page 39)

1. Player 1 places his word on board.  As he does, he names the word, eg. the.
2. Player 2 places his word on board. As he does, he names his word, eg. and.
3. Play continues with each player naming their word on each play.  
4. When one player has three words in a row, up, down or diagonally, he is the winner.

Note: Players of mixed ability can play together, as the words are matched to individual players.
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Sight Word Bingo
Players:  2 or more plus caller
Cards:   5 per player for beginners (place one on each white square of Tic Tac Toe Board);  

9 per player as word knowledge increases (one on each square).
Two copies of each word are required for play.

Caller retains a pile of shuffled cards.

1. Each player covers their board with assigned sight word cards.
2. The caller says each word aloud and holds up the word card.
3. If a player has the card on his board, he says the word aloud and turns the card over.
4. Play continues until one player has all cards turned and says, Bingo!

Word Search
Copy a piece of readable text.  Have children highlight the nominated word in the text.
Tip:  Use texts that feature many examples of the target word. 

Other Ideas:
• Matching words that begin or end with a particular letter.

• Matching words that begin or end with the same syllable.

• Sorting cards according to the number of syllables.

• Matching cards that rhyme.

• Placing cards in alphabetical order.

• Making up sentences using the words.
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Reading Bookmarks
THINK CARD: DRAW AND WRITE THINK CARD: INTERESTING WORDS

Draw and write about your favourite part. Make a list of interesting words. Tell a friend 
why chose these words.

INTERESTING WORDS:
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Reading Bookmarks
THINK CARD: CHECKING THINK CARD: SEQUENCING

I think this book will be about:

Find the tricky words as you read.
Tricky word 1:

Meaning:

Tricky word 2:

Meaning:

Record the main ideas as you read.
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Reading Bookmarks
THINK CARD: PUTTING IT TOGETHER THINK CARD: ASKING QUESTIONS

I think this book will be about:

Important ideas:

What does the author want me to know or 
understand?

Before reading:
Examine the covers, title and title page. 
Write 2 questions that might be answered 
as you read.

During reading:
Write something that your reading prompts 
you to wonder more about. 

After reading:
Write one thing that you are curious to 
know more about. 

??????
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Reading Bookmarks
THINK CARD: MY THINKING THINK CARD: CAUSE/EFFECT

What do you think about what you’ve read?

What have you learned from your reading?

One thing can cause another thing to 
happen. 

Find an example from your reading of one 
thing causing another thing to happen.

Cause:

Effect:
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Reading Bookmarks
THINK CARD: MAKING CONNECTIONS THINK CARD: KWL

What does book this remind you of?

Think about things: 
• that have happened to you

• that have happened in your school, 
neighbourhood or world

• that you have read or viewed

Make three connections:

1.

2.

3.

Before reading:
What do you know about this topic.

What would you like to know?

After reading:
What did you learn? 
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Reading Bookmarks
THINK CARD: COMPARE/CONTRAST THINK CARD: PROBLEM/SOLUTION

Compare yourself to a character from your 
reading.

Character name: ______________________

The ways we are the same:

The ways we are different:

What was the problem in this text?

How was the problem solved?

How else could the problem  
have been solved?
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Reading Bookmarks
THINK CARD: ALIKE/DIFFERENT THINK CARD: SUMMARISE

Compare this book to another. How are 
they alike and different?

Alike:

Different:

Setting:
(Where and when did this story happen?)

Main characters:

What happened? (2 sentences)
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Reading Bookmarks
THINK CARD: REFLECTION THINK CARD: OPINION

Did you like this book? Explain.

Does it remind you of an experience you 
have had or another story/film/show? 
Explain.

Who do you think might be interested in 
reading this? Why?

What did you like/dislike about this 
reading?

Did you have a favourite part? Explain.

How does this reading help you to know 
more about your world? 
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Reading Bookmarks
THINK CARD: Determine Importance THINK CARD: SKETCH

What are the three most important things 
to remember from this text?

How would the meaning of this text 
change if any of these things were missing?

Make three sketches to show the most 
important elements from this text.
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COPY AND LAMINATE

Have a Go 
Write the key word in the top box. Write as many words as you can with the same spelling pattern.  
Eg. cat, hat, sat, bat

  KEY WORD:
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COPY AND LAMINATE

Rime Search
1. List the rime/s you are searching for.
2. Tally them up.
3. Record the numeral.

RIME TALLY NUMERAL
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COPY AND LAMINATE

Tic Tac Toe Board
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-ab dab jab blab stab

cab flab lab tab crab

nab drab scab grab -ad

dad fad bad glad had

lad mad pad sad tad

-ag bag gag hag jag

lag nag rag drag sag

tag stag wag -am dam

ham jam Pam ram Sam

yam tram pram gram -an

ban can Dan fan man

pan ran tan van Fran

-ap cap clap flap gap

ENLARGE AND LAMINATE FOR SORTING OR MAKING FLIP BOOKS
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lap map nap rap sap

tap wrap -at bat cat

fat hat mat pat rat

sat vat flat slat splat

-id bid did hid kid

lid quid rid -ig big

dig fig jig pig rig

wig -im dim him Jim

Kim rim whim -in bin

din fin gin pin sin

tin win grin spin -ip

dip flip grip hip lip

nip Pip rip sip tip
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-it bit fit grit hit

kit lit mit knit pit

sit wit split slit -ob

Bob cob job lob mob

knob rob sob -og bog

cog dog fog flog hog

log jog -on Don Jon

Ron con -op bop cop

flop hop drop crop mop

pop plop top -ot cot

hot lot not pot rot

tot spot clot -ed bed

fed led Ned red Ted
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wed bled fled -eg beg

leg Meg peg -en Ben

den hen men pen when

-et bet jet let met

net pet set wet -ub

cub hub pub sub tub

rub -ud bud mud sud

-ug bug hug rug mug

tug -um fum gum hum

rum sum -un bun fun

nun run sun -up cup

Jup -ut but cut hut

gut nut tut shut strut
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Fry’s Instant Words +A Few Extra
COPY AND LAMINATE FOR BINGO, FISH, SWAT, MEMORY MATCH, TIC TAC TOE, FLIP BOOKS.

the to in

a and not

is we for
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you that at

with will your

it are as
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on of but

can this be

have one had
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he good if

I me some

they about up
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her my any

do very been

when all out
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so would there

from then by

day us was
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go no come

see him get

or has our
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two them what

man how know

little like make
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which an said

much their did

his she boy
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who new three

down before other

work just old
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put long take

were here cat

again after yes
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give many look

am big went

now ask where
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Oral Language Checklist
Name: ___________________________________  D.O.B. _________________

Class: ____________________________________  Date: __________________

Recording:  Consistently •  Sometimes Ø  Seldom o

LANGUAGE FORM DATE COMMENT DATE COMMENT

Uses appropriate pace when 
speaking

Uses appropriate sentence 
structure and grammar

Self corrects nonstandard 
forms of English

LANGUAGE CONTENT DATE COMMENT DATE COMMENT

Uses new vocabulary

Demonstrates increased 
vocabulary

Queries unknown words

Understands pronoun 
referents

LANGUAGE FUNCTION/USE DATE COMMENT DATE COMMENT

Answers questions after 
reading

Retells stories 

Answers questions about 
concepts taught 

Asks questions

Retells/explains simple 
instructions 

Participates in discussion

Communicates own needs 
effectively (eg. hungry)

Listens to others and 
responds appropriately
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Phonemic Counting Test
Name: ___________________________________  D.O.B. _________________

Class: ____________________________________  Date: __________________

To Administer:
Say:  I will say a word.  You need to repeat the word and clap the parts in the word/syllables.  

Give an example to demonstrate 

Scoring:
One mark per correct response. 

One Syllable   /7   Two Syllable   /7  Three Syllable   /6

Total Score:   /20

WORD TICK OR RECORD 
INCORRECT RESPONSE WORD TICK OR RECORD 

INCORRECT RESPONSE

ball cat

apple octopus

elephant house

giraffe zebra

fence kangaroo

lion shark

whistle violin

unicorn blocks

rabbit umbrella

socks turtle

Comments:

Pronunciation (Note any mispronunciations)
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Auditory Discrimination Test
Name: ___________________________________  D.O.B. _________________

Class: ____________________________________  Date: __________________

To Administer:
Say:  I will say two words.  You need to listen carefully and tell me if they sound the same at 

the beginning, at the end, or not at all.

Scoring:
Initial sound     /6  Final sound     /5  No matching sounds     /4

Total Score:    /15

CORRECT/INCORRECT NOTES

ball, banana

ball, fall

no, stop

ring, swing

apple, train

cat, car

shark, sheep

look, book

sun, sew

zebra, zoo

up, down

snake, bake

house, mouse

drink, me

meat, meal

Comments:
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Alphabet Test
Name: ___________________________________  D.O.B. _________________

Date: ____________________________________  Score: ______________ /52

To Administer:
1. You need a set of shuffled upper and lower case alphabet cards (no pictures)
2. Say: I am going to show you some letters.  You need to tell me the name of the  

letter, its sound, or a word that begins with the letter.
3. Show each card and record responses below. If more than one response is given,  

eg. letter name and sound, record both.

Scoring:   One point for each correct response.  A correct response may be any of:   
letter name, sound, word beginning with the letter.  

N S Word/s I.R. N S Word I.R.
A a
B b
C c
D d
E e
F f
G g
H h
I i
J j
K k
L l
M m
N n
O o
P p
Q q
R r
S s
T t
U u
V v
W w
X x
Y y
Z z
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Reading Fluency Record Sheet
Name: ___________________________________  D.O.B. _________________

Class: ____________________________________  Date: __________________

To Administer:
1. Ask student to read the fluency sheet on the following page and record total time taken and 

any miscues below.

Say:  I am going to show you some nonsense words.  You need to tell me each word and move 
to the next as quickly as you can. 

Total score:    /50

Total response time: ______ seconds 

Response time summary (circle): < 1 second per word    1 second per word    > 1 second per word

Record all errors below.

ked sop ruk faj tig

maf lan jud ab bol

dat ris veg zot nub

wot tos mij yed gav

jiv wuv bec un yit

ziv zal gik ep cuk

tux od cev hal noz

vif haf tod fab deg

yem nox im tuk pex

sav boj mel nit duk

Comments:
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Fluency Chart

ked sop ruk faj tig 
maf lan jud ab bol
dat ris veg zot nub 
wot tos mij yed gav 
jiv wuv bec un yit 
sov zal gik ep cuk 
tux od cev hal noz  
vif haf tod fab deg
yem nox im tuk pex 
sav boj mel nit duk
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T-Chart
Name: ___________________________________  Title _____________________________________

Use the T-Chart to practice sorting two groups of objects or pictures by number of syllables, initial sound or first 
letter. For example, bike, ball and bat in one column and sock, sausage and snail in the other.
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Y-Chart
Name: ___________________________________  Title _____________________________________

Use the Y-Chart to practice sorting three groups of objects or pictures by number of syllables, initial sound or 
first letter. For example, one, two and three syllable words.
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Comprehension Checking Sheet
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Circle your answers:
This text was easy/okay/difficult to understand.

Before reading, I knew a lot/some/not much about this topic.

Page: A word or idea that is:
• new to me
• difficult to understand

I think it means:

What do you think are the most important things to know about this text?
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Comprehension Strategy Sheet
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Predict
What might this be about?

Connect 
Make connections from your reading to: 

- your life
- your world 
- other texts

Make an inference
What else is the author saying that is 
not written? What do you think about 
what you have read? 

Ask questions
What is tricky to understand? What else 
would you like to know?

Make a mental picture
What do you see when you imagine 
what you are reading?

Find the main ideas
What are the most important ideas?

Add it to what you know
How does your reading sit with what 
you know? Has your thinking changed 
as a result of your reading?
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Retell Guide Sheet: Narrative
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Setting:
Where and when does the story happen?

Characters:
Main character: 
One sentence about the main character:

Other characters:

Is there a problem in this story? What is the problem:

Main Ideas:
What important things happen? Write them in order.

Resolution:
How is the problem solved?
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Story Planner
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Characters: Setting:

Problem: Solution:
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Reflection Sheet
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Interesting words: Tricky words:

Two things I learned: How do I think or feel about  
what I’ve read?
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Retell Guide Sheet:  
Time/Order Sequence
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

SETTING:
Where and when does this event happen?

Why does the event happen?

CHARACTERS:
Main character/participant: 

One sentence about the main character/participant:

Other characters/participants:

Main Ideas:
What important things happen? Write them in order.
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Guide Sheet: Information Text
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

TOPIC:
What do you expect to learn?

MAIN IDEA:

Information about this idea:

MAIN IDEA:

Information about this idea:

MAIN IDEA:

Information about this idea:

SUMMARY:
Write one sentence to sum up your reading.
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My Reflection
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

My favourite part: My least favourite part:

Something I learned:
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Making Connections
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Make two connections from your reading. Your connections could be to your own life, to something you’ve 
read or viewed or to something that has happened in the world.
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Asking Questions
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Good readers wonder about things as they read. What did you wonder about when you were reading?

A word I don’t know:

I think it could mean:

A sentence I don’t understand:

I think it could mean:

An idea I don’t understand:

Something I am wondering about:
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Main Ideas
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

What does the author want you to know? Record your thinking below.

The author wants me to know . . . This is important because . . .

The author wants me to know . . . This is important because . . .

The author wants me to know . . . This is important because . . .
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Character Comparison
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Compare yourself to a character from your reading.

Character name:

Sketch your character:

Qualities special to your character:

 

Your name:

Sketch yourself:

Qualities special to you:

Qualities my character and I have in common:
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Make a Mental Picture
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Good readers imagine what they are reading about. Find two things from your reading that you can 
imagine in detail. Draw and write about them below.

The picture in my head: Tell about it:

The picture in my head: Tell about it:
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Important Words
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Find four important words from your reading. Complete the table below. Share your work with a friend.

IMPORTANT WORD: IT MEANS: WHY I THINK IT IS IMPORTANT:
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KWL
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

What I know. What I want to know. What I learned.

Before reading jot down what you know and what you want to learn.  
After reading jot down what you learned.

What I already know:

What I want to learn:

What I did learn:
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Making Inferences
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Good readers think, “What is the author trying to tell me?”

After reading, think about what the author was trying to tell you. It helps to chat about it with someone 

else who has read the same text. Record your answer.

 I think the author is trying to tell or teach me:

Things from the text that make me think this (record page numbers and ideas):
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Word Solving
Name: ___________________________________  Date: __________________

Good readers solve tricky words in different ways. Find words in the book that could be solved in these ways:

Stretching out
You can hear all the sounds in these 
words. They are easy to sound out.
For example, crash.

Thinking what looks right
These words can be tricky. You can’t 
sound them out. You have to remember 
what they look like. 
For example, there.

Finding a part or parts I know
These words contain smaller parts you 
know.
For example, sh-in

Thinking of a word that looks similar
You can solve these words by thinking 
of a word you know that looks like it.
For example, stray (looks like day); fright 
(looks like night)

Combining the above
Eg. yes/ter/day


